
Grahamstown – At the Heart of Frontier Country 

 

Also known as Africa’s Festival Capital this enchanting and cultural hub lies in the heart of the 

Frontier Country. Only a one hour drive from the seaside city of Port Elizabeth, you can rent a 

car at the airport and take a winding drive into the Eastern Cape heartland. 

Grahamstown was founded in 1812, by Lt. Col John Graham, as an important military outpost.  

It was also the second city in the Cape after Cape Town. The region has had a turbulent past 

being on the frontier of many wars and battles between the Xhosa people and the settlers. 

Also known as the ‘City of Saints’, Grahamsotwn is home to over  40 religious buildings 

including the magnificent Cathedrals of St Michael and St George.  Driving through 

Grahamstown in a hired car is safe and easy with its wide tree lined streets taking you back in 

time. Due to its links with history the phenomenal museums are all worth a visit, in particular the 

Albany Museum with an astounding display of creatures wild and wonderful from the past and 

present.  In addition a visit to Grahamstown will not be complete without stopping at the 

Observatory Museum to see one of only two Victorian Camera Obscuras in the world. 

The prestigious Rhodes University stands proud in the centre of town with its breathtaking 

architecture and historical campus.  Parking your hired car might not be easy if the students are 

on campus and walking there might be more enjoyable. Due to the University, Grahamstown has 

a vibrant feel and a buzzing nightlife with students filling up the streets and pubs. Parking your 

hired car along the street is fairly safe so you can soak up the vibe and party with the locals. 

Home to one of the world’s most famous Art’s Festivals makes Grahamstown a centre for art and 

culture. Every year in July thousands of visitors flock here to absorb the talent and creativity in 

the air. Since you have a rental car you will have the space to pack enough clothes as 

Grahamstown is known for its unpredictable weather sometimes having four seasons in one day.  

The rich surrounding biosphere is punctuated with many nature reserves including the famous 

five-star Shamwari, big five game reserve. You can get there easily in a hire car but you will 

have to leave it behind in the parking lot to enjoy a true safari experience. 

For a strong dose of history and culture be sure to stopover in Grahamstown and have a pint or 

two with a couple of students. 

 


